Excision of a Giant Huge Idiopathic Pseudo-Pancreatic Cyst: A Case Report
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1. Introduction
A pseudo-pancreatic cyst is a common clinical entity characterized by a fibrous tissue wall which is devoid of epithelium with localized fluid rich in pancreatic enzymes as amylase [1]. Its incidence reaches 30-40% after pancreatitis [1, 2], decompression is indicated when symptomatic cysts persist for more than six weeks and for those larger than six centimeters [3].

2. Case Report
A 35 years old male, 180 cm height and 152 Kg weight with a BMI of 46.9 kg/m² was presented to the clinic for bariatric surgery advice, he denied any gastrointestinal symptoms and his history was negative for smoking, alcohol, or any other medication. Clinical examination was free apart from dullness over all most of abdomen with negative shifting dullness. Laboratory assessment was unremarkable, but U.S of the abdomen showed large cyst extended from left lumbar area to right iliac region crossing the mid line and extending to epigastrium and abutting the inferior surface of the spleen, further CT assessment of the abdomen and pelvis showed the huge sized cyst with dimensions of (28.5 x 20 x 18 cm), and calculating a volume of more than 10260 ml of fluid, but free biliary pancreatic system. Aspiration was not preferred by the surgical team and sudden ruptured with subsequent hemodynamic changes was frightened. After informed written consent, the patient was explored via a large transverse supraumbilical incision, good mobilization of sigmoid and left colon and a meticulous blunt and sharp dissection used for separating the cyst from mesentery of left colon and inferior and superior mesenteric vessels and after exposure and identification of left kidney and ureter, continue the dissection until separating the cyst wall from the pancreas bit by bit using silk 2/0 stitches, lastly, separating the end thickened area closely non separable from the tail of pancreas at splenic hilum using GI stapler with complete cyst excision see (Figure 3).

Pathological examination revealed a pseudo-pancreatic cyst, with remnant of some pancreatic tissue; fluid analysis confirms high level of amylase.
3. Discussion

Giant pseudocysts have been reported in the literature. Since 1882, Bozeman reported the largest pseudo-pancreatic cyst which weighed ten (10) kg [10]. Reported a huge cyst containing about 6100 ml fluid [11], followed by Aslam (2012) who reported a cyst measured 25 x 17 cm and contained 4.5 liters of fluid [12]. Recently 2017 reported a huge cyst 25x20x14 cm (estimated 7000 mL of fluid) [13], reported a giant multilocular cyst measured 30 cm × 15 cm × 14 cm a volume of (about 6300 ml) [14]. After extensive check out sizable cysts throughout the literature mentioned by various authors, the cyst size in this manuscript (28.5 x 20x 18 cm with an estimated volume of 10260 ml) was found to be the largest pancreatic pseudocyst reported in the literature, and could be excised so far.

The pseudo-pancreatic cyst could be asymptomatic or symptomatic with pain, nausea, vomiting, and early satiety or complicated manifestations as hemorrhage, fluid infection, and fistula formation or compression of adjacent organs (stomach, duodenum, common bile duct, pancreatic duct, and large vessels) [15]. The prevalence of pancreatic pseudocysts is more frequently reported in chronic pancreatitis versus acute pancreatitis. Pancreatic pseudocysts are most commonly seen in alcoholic chronic pancreatitis followed by idiopathic chronic pancreatitis, and lastly in biliary pancreatitis [16]. After acute pancreatitis, patients had high Ranson score are more prone to significant risk for developing giant pseudocysts [14]. Our patient didn’t have any considerable past history of pancreatitis, even more this huge sized cyst didn’t express more than minor upper gastrointestinal symptoms.

Principle methods of management of pseudo-pancreatic cyst are percutaneous drainage, drainage via endoscopic approach, and open surgery. Surgery is considered the most important line of treatment of the pancreatic pseudocysts, either by internal or external drainage, or cyst excision [12]. Resections have been suggested by for all pseudocysts [17], and according to Parks and his colleges 12% of cases managed by surgical excision and this acquired the necessity of distal pancreatectomy [18]. Moreover, surgical drainage is contraindicated in cystic mass when pseudocyst is not certain [9]. In our case the idea of excision was a true surgical challenge. High BMI, uncertain nature of the cyst, risk of rupture during aspiration, and possible leakage with any drainage procedure were another challenge. All these possibilities were discussed with the patient and the decision of the surgical excision was taken after informed written consent. A successful complete excision was achieved with very minimal distal pancreatectomy, and post-operative period follow up for about 2 years now was almost free, and without recurrence see (Figure 1, 2).

4. Conclusion

Huge pseudo-pancreatic cysts can occur after idiopathic mild attack of pancreatitis, and even with huge sized cysts symptoms could be absent or minimal. Surgical excision is feasible and could be achieved even in huge cyst.
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